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Chapter 1 : Learn to play: MORE Piano Runs and Fills | English | Pinterest | Piano, Piano Lessons and Mus
In this short video I demonstate just three of those many ways, including a filler you can use on slower tunes as well as
uptempo songs, plus a rapid-fire way of breaking up a chord into a "run".

For instance in a basic arpeggio fill in pattern, the set of notes are none other than the chord notes itself. To
spice things up, you can include the 9th note or the 2nd note. So, now you have these group of notes: Realize
that not every formula or groups of notes works for every chord or situations. It depends on many factors.
Here is a free PDF James Stevens designed that shows different patterns that you can use with chords to make
your own accompaniment. Hope this helps with the "filling in. Here you would play D in your left hand as the
bass and C in your right hand as the chord. Patterns in the chords is just taking the notes of the chords that are
right under your hands and breaking them up a note at a time in a way where you like the sound. This just
gives some variety. If you want some extra notes for a fill or a run, just use the notes of the scale you are in
such as "G" in this song which would included G, A, B, C, D, E, F. Just start on a note of the chord you are
playing and end on a note of the chord you are going to. And most of the time "less is best. In this type of
playing, particularly when the chords are in ROOT position or NOT a slash chord, on the 1st beat the bass
would hit on the Root note the same as the name of the chord and on the 3rd beat the bass would hit on the 5th
note of the scale which would be a 5th up or a 4th down. So, if you were playing a C chord, the bass would
alternate between playing C on the strong beats and G on the weaker beats. Notice if you count from C to G
going up or to the right that it is 5 notes, but if you count from C to G going down or to the left it is 4 notes,
but it is still the same letter "G" regardless. The third trick is for a faster song, but sometimes you can make it
sound right in slower songs. Once you get good at the major minor, it sounds really awesome when you move
up and down the keyboard with it in inversions of the chord instead of staying the same place. If you need a
quick fill in, inversions of the same chord are great. It gives you a little different sound from the same chord.
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Chapter 2 : Piano Runs & Fills Galore
One hand runs, two hand runs, open-octave runs, tremolo-blasted runs, cascading waterfall runs and more. Made
famous by such names as Eddy Duchin, Carman Caballero, Liberace, etc., but also used tastefully by many others,
such as Roger Williams and many "pop" piano players.

To answer this question, we shall return to the old adage: Teach a man to fish, feed him for a lifetime. It may
be surprising for you to learn that almost all runs and fills that a pianist plays are determined ahead of time.
Improvisation is unwritten and flexible, but that does not mean that the pianist has no idea what he is going to
play. A good church pianist has spent much time figuring out and perfecting possible runs. His improvisatory
skill, however, is demonstrated in the application of that knowledge. I attended a church which was blessed
with many pianists. After attending for just a short time, I did not have to look towards the piano to know who
was playing a particular offertory, or who was substituting for the congregational singing. It was not because
one pianist was good while the others were bad, but rather because they each played differently. Each could
play the same song in the evangelistic style, but each would add his own flair to the song. In the case of runs,
most pianists have a favorite few that they use repeatedly. This is their improvisation. They are taking a run
with which they are familiar and adapting it to the key and rhythm requirements for that particular song.
Unfortunately, if you listen to them play fifty songs in a row, they all sound the same! That is because they
have allowed their learning to stop. They became good at those few runs, and are satisfied to use them from
now on. These pianists will never learn anything new, for they are content with what limited knowledge and
ability they possess. Please do not be in this group! These lessons are written for the pianists who want to
learn more, despite their current situation. Perhaps they learned the basics of hymn playing, and picked up a
run or two, but that is all. Either the teacher or the student has moved away, or perhaps the teacher has passed
away. In some cases, the teacher simply does not know how to teach them anything else. Perhaps there is no
teacher in their area. Whatever the case, the student desires to learn more, but they have no resource to aid
them in their journey. It is for these pianists with a desire to learn that I am writing this section, that they may
further glorify God in the music ministry of their church. Runs and fills are made up of two elements:
Unfortunately, one cannot discuss one without referencing the other, so there will be some overlapping in the
next few sections. The final section puts this information together into numerous examples for you to study
and develop for your own use.
Chapter 3 : Piano Runs & Fills Galore! Make your piano songs exciting!
Volume 2 has 14 jazz piano exercises and tricks of the trade, and quite a bit of it is Calypso jazz piano related material,
including some Monty Alexander and Michel Camilo style grooves. Jazz piano education is through the ears, but books
like this can help.

Chapter 4 : Introduction To Runs And Fills | Evangelistic Piano
Fast piano runs - or fills, as they're often called - can make your playing seem mature and sophisticated. Learning to
play them can really help you wow your audience, but this might be difficult.
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Piano Runs & Fills #3: Jazzy Chromatic Chord Song Endings (5 ratings) Course Ratings are calculated from individual
students' ratings and a variety of other signals, like age of rating and reliability, to ensure that they reflect course quality
fairly and accurately.

Chapter 6 : Runs and fills? on www.nxgvision.com
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Lesson Run Time: 73 minutes / Release Date: 11/01/ This lesson (perfect for ALL styles, not just funk) will teach you
several different scales, fills and runs. I will show you both the notes AND how to create your own fills and runs using
your rhythmic vocabulary.

Chapter 7 : Right Hand Piano Fills - What To Do When The Melody Pauses | Piano Lessons for Adults
In this lesson we will apply upper structure triads to Tenderly and also discuss ways to add fills and runs in between the
chords of this delightful ballad. www.nxgvision.com The best online jazz piano tuition on the web.

Chapter 8 : "Jazz & Blues Piano Runs!"
Right Hand Piano Fills - What To Do When The Melody Pauses Most average piano players just play the melody with
their right hand and let the left hand take care of the rest, but that's a shame, because there are many places in any
song where the melody pauses for a few beats.

Chapter 9 : Download How To Play Fast Piano Runs Free Mp3 | Peaka Feller Music
Tons of Runs is a wide-ranging compendium of runs, licks, and lines found in the jazz vernacular, each written in three
different keys, and presented in a straightforward style without ponderous analysis.
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